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Credit Ratings and ESG Credit Factors (1)
– S&P Global Ratings incorporates environmental, social, and governance (ESG) credit factors into its credit 

analysis across all sectors if we believe the factors are material and relevant to our opinions of 

creditworthiness.

– The influence of ESG credit factors depends on our opinion of how much they affect the capacity and 

willingness of an obligor to meet its financial commitments.

– ESG credit factors can influence ratings, rating outlooks, and ratings headroom. Their influence differs across 

industries.

– Strong ESG credentials do not necessarily indicate strong creditworthiness. Weak ESG credentials do not 

necessarily indicate weak creditworthiness. 
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Credit Ratings and ESG Credit Factors (2)
– The main challenges when trying to evaluate ESG credit factors can be insufficient disclosure generally and--

where there is disclosure--inconsistent disclosure. New international disclosure practices, such as those 

recommend by the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, could make evaluating ESG credit 

factors easier.

– Future public policy decisions may influence the materiality of ESG factors in credit ratings either by imposing 

requirements which make ESG factors more material, or by legislating to improve the quality of ESG related 

disclosures.

– Our long-term ratings and ESG credit factor analysis can incorporate qualitative and quantitative analysis and 

do not have a pre-determined time horizon.
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Examples of ESG Credit Factors
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ESG Credit Factors | Corporate Criteria Framework
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ESG Credit Factors | Bank Criteria Framework
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ESG Credit Factors | Insurance Criteria Framework
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ESG Credit Factors | Sovereign Criteria Framework
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Environmental Credit Factors and Credit Ratings (1)



Environmental Credit Factors and Credit Ratings (2)



Social Credit Factors and Credit Ratings (1)



Social Credit Factors and Credit Ratings (2)



Governance Credit Factors and Credit Ratings (1)



Governance Credit Factors and Credit Ratings (2)



Conclusion
– S&P Global Ratings incorporates ESG credit factors into its credit analysis across all sectors if we believe the 

factors are material and relevant to our opinions of creditworthiness.

– The main challenges when trying to evaluate ESG credit factors can be insufficient disclosure generally and--

where there is disclosure--inconsistent disclosure. New international disclosure practices, such as those 

recommend by the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, could make evaluating ESG credit 

factors easier.

– The impact of ESG credit factors depends on our opinion of how much they affect the capacity and 

willingness of an obligor to meet its financial commitments.
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